INFO FOR CARICATURES

•

Barbara Lee Art & Design

Please check what type of caricature you want below (pricing can be found here: https://
barbaraleeart.com/caricatures) Please select only one:
*Black and white head and shoulders...
*Color head and shoulders ....................
*Color full body simple background.....
*Color full body complex background..
Personality Portrait watercolor (please allow 1-2 weeks)
How many people in the drawing
If simple one color background what color would you like background
If you are ordering a Complex Background caricature please include elements you want in the
background (and photos if specific places or vehicles etc)

Themes or fun elements (people in winter, sports fans, hobbies, etc - please note: extra charge if I
am drawing vehicles)

Any verbiage like names, or “Happy Anniversary” “Happy Retirement”, the date, etc (please type
up what you would like - lettering is included in cost of art if you want it! Make sure it’s spelled
correctly)

Horizontal or vertical layout
Final size of art *4x6, 5x7, 8x10, 11x14, etc
*the art is digital, so this doesn’t effect the cost, this is more so I create the art the right size of artthese are just standard sizes, if you have a custom size that’s fine too!

PHOTOS: Please include as high resolution images as possible since that is what I am using to draw from: make

sure the lighting is good, the person is smiling (unless they never do LOL!) , and has the hairstyle, facial hair, glasses, etc
you want included in your caricature and label every person being drawn. Please note: at the basic price points, the
cost doesn’t include multiple revisions, so make sure to include as much information as possible so you don't incur
upcharges- simple tweaks to the art are not a problem. If ordering a ‘Personality Portrait watercolor, you will receive a
pencil comp drawing for your approval and revision prior to completion of color art as part of the project cost.

